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Additive Successive Refinement
Ertem Tuncel, Student Member, IEEE, and Kenneth Rose, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Rate-distortion bounds for scalable coding, and conditions under which they coincide with nonscalable bounds, have
been extensively studied. These bounds have been derived for the
general tree-structured refinement scheme, where reproduction at
each layer is an arbitrarily complex function of all encoding indexes up to that layer. However, in most practical applications (e.g.,
speech coding) “additive” refinement structures such as the multistage vector quantizer are preferred due to memory limitations.
We derive an achievable region for the additive successive refinement problem, and show via a converse result that the rate-distortion bound of additive refinement is above that of tree-structured refinement. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the two
bounds to coincide are derived. These results easily extend to ab(
)
stract alphabet sources under the condition
for some letter . For the special cases of square-error and absolute-error distortion measures, and subcritical distortion (where
the Shannon lower bound (SLB) is tight), we show that successive
refinement without rate loss is possible not only in the tree-structured sense, but also in the additive-coding sense. We also provide
examples which are successively refinable without rate loss for all
distortion values, but the optimal refinement is not additive.
Index Terms—Additive refinement, multistage vector quantization (MSVQ), rate distortion, scalable source coding, successive refinement.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

UCCESSIVE refinement of information, or scalable
coding, refers to hierarchical coding of the source, where
coarser descriptions are embedded in finer ones. In heterogeneous networks such as the Internet, where users may have
different bandwidth constraints, this coding scheme is very appealing because of its capability to serve a diverse set of users.
While users with high-bandwidth connections can achieve a
high-quality reproduction of the source by accessing the entire
coded bitstream, users with low-bandwidth constraints can also
utilize the same bitstream by accessing only the embedded
coarse descriptions and achieve a low-quality reproduction.
In certain applications, such as image coding for progressive
transmission, users can stop the communication process once
they are satisfied with the accuracy level.
From the viewpoint of rate-distortion theory, the problem of
scalable coding was initially addressed in the context of succes-
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sive refinement without rate loss by Koshelev [10], [11], and by
Equitz and Cover [6]. A sufficient condition was given in [10],
[11] for simultaneous achievability of the rate-distortion bound
in all layers. In [6], the authors proved that the same condition is
also necessary. Rimoldi [12] addressed the achievability of any
sequence of rates and distortions and provided a complete characterization of the achievable region. Effros [5] extended these
results for stationary ergodic and nonergodic sources.
In all prior work, it was implicitly assumed that scalability is
accomplished by using a tree-structured decoding scheme, i.e.,
reproduction at layer is an unconstrained function of all encoding indices from layer to layer . Of course, tree structured decoding is not a special case, but rather, it is the most
general, and hence the optimal scalable coding strategy. However, its natural implementation, tree-structured vector quantization (TSVQ) [9], is usually impractical due to its high codebook storage requirements and demand for a huge training set in
the design stage. To mitigate these complexity barriers, in most
practical applications such as speech coding, a special case of
TSVQ, namely, the multistage vector quantization (MSVQ) [9],
is preferred. MSVQ is what we call an “additive” refinement
structure, because refinement is based on adding a new vector,
which is a function of only the current layer encoding index, to
the previous layer reconstruction. In Fig. 1, the decoding structures of TSVQ and MSVQ are compared.
In this paper, motivated by the popularity of MSVQ, we investigate the rate-distortion performance of additive successive
refinement coders with two layers. We first derive an achievable
, i.e., the distorregion for the quadruples
tion and rates at each layer. A straightforward converse result,
of course, is that no additively refined coder can outperform the
general scalable coding bound of [12]. We improve this result
by deriving a tighter converse region. We then focus on whether,
and under what conditions, additive refinement is optimal, i.e.,
achieves the scalable coding bound. Observing the similarity of
this requirement to the no-excess-rate case of the multiple descriptions problem [7], [1], we borrow a technique introduced
in [1] to derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
optimality of additive refinement.
All the results established in this work easily extend to abstract alphabet sources under the usual regularity condition, i.e.,
.
the existence of a reference letter such that
Based on this extension, we show that additive refinement is optimal for any continuous source with tight Shannon lower bound
(SLB) [2], under square-error and absolute-error distortion measures. (The simplest examples in this respect are the Gaussian
and the Laplacian sources, respectively, where SLB is tight for
all distortion values of interest.) It is known [6] that for both the
square-error and absolute-error distortion measures, when SLB
and , successive refinement is possible without
is tight for
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Fig. 1.
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The TSVQ (left) and MSVQ (right) decoders.

any rate loss. Our result shows further that these circumstances
also guarantee additive successive refinement without rate loss.
We also provide examples for which the (optimal) refinement that achieves the nonscalable rate-distortion bound in
both layers is not everywhere additive. We use the Bernoulli
source with continuous reproduction alphabet and square-error
distortion measure, as the first example for this phenomenon.
The second example involves a three-symbol discrete source
with Hamming distortion measure, where addition is modulo .
(For discrete sources with Hamming distortion measure, it was
shown in [6] that successive refinability is possible everywhere
without rate loss.)
The organization of the rest of this work is as follows. In the
next section, we discuss the preliminaries. The forward and
converse additive refinement rate-distortion regions are given in
Section III. In Section IV, we analyze the no-excess-rate case,
i.e., the necessary and sufficient conditions for the additive
refinement bound to coincide with the general scalable coding
bound. Finally, in Section V, we analyze several example
sources.

and

The fundamental result of rate-distortion theory [2]–[4], [14] is
that the rate-distortion function indicating the minimum achievable rate for prescribed distortion is given by minimizing
over all conditional distributhe mutual information
that maintain the prescribed distortion, i.e.,
tions
(2)
Let us consider the extension of this scenario to two-layer
scalable source coding, where the system consists of encoders

and decoders

II. PRELIMINARIES
Let
,
, be a discrete memoryless source
. Let denote the re(DMS) with generic distribution
production alphabet. Assume a single-letter distortion measure
, i.e.,

A quadruple
for every
code

is called scalably achievable if
and sufficiently large , there exists a block
such that

(1)
A block code

consists of an encoding function

which maps the source to index set

, and a decoding function

Rimoldi [12] characterized the minimum scalably achievable
for prescribed
as
total rate
(3)

A rate-distortion pair
is called achievable if for every
and sufficiently large , there exists a block code
such that

in the above scalable scenario
The decoding scheme
is the most general decoding strategy, since the decoders are not
constrained in how they process all the available information.
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Let us next consider an additive decoding scheme, where the
decoder functions are constrained to be of the form
(4)
(5)
and
are independent stage decoders. We
where
form an Abelian (commutative) group,1 and
require that
operate “per letter” on vectors as usual. This new constraint
imposed on the decoders brings significant storage savings at
the reproduction site. The most general decoding scheme needs
vectors, whereas
a total lookup table storage of
.
the additive decoding scheme requires only
is addiDefinition 1: The quadruple
-achievable, if for large , there exists an additive
tively
with
refinement coder
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
Definition 2: The quadruple
ditively achievable, if it is
.

(10)
Proof: The proof follows similar lines as that of the El
Gamal-Cover achievability region for the multiple descriptions
be the conditional distriproblem [7]. Let
bution satisfying (10). Let the vector elements of the random
and
sets
be drawn independently and according to uniform distributions
and
, respectively.
over
, the encoder searches over
Encoding: Given
. If it finds an
such that
then it stops the search and declares
,
.
.
Otherwise, it sends
Decoding: The decoders simply perform
and
.
Expected Distortion: By definition of the strongly -typical
, then
sets, if

is called ad-achievable for all
and

The entire achievable region, denoted by , is the set of all
.
additively achievable quadruples
We close this section by recalling the fundamental property
of strong typicality, which will be extensively used in the main
is said to be strongly -typical
results section. A vector
if
with respect to random variable

where
denotes the number of occurrences of symbol
in . The strongly -typical set of , denoted by
, is
the set of all vectors that are strongly -typical with respect to
. The strong typicality property is generalized in a straightforward manner to handle jointly distributed multiple random
variables. See [4] for a detailed discussion of types and typical
sets.

where
is a constant determined by the distortion measure.
Similarly
where only depends on the distortion measure. Now, denote
and
by the “encoding failure” event where for all
,
. From the
preceding discussion, it follows that

III. MAIN RESULTS
The first theorem defines an achievable region of quadruples
. In other words, it provides sufficient conditions for achievability.
is additively
Theorem 1: The quadruple
-achievable if there exist random variables
and
,
jointly distributed with source variable , such that

1As a matter of fact, a more relaxed condition that is sufficient for the validity
of our results is that H (A; B ) = H (A; A + B ) for any pair of jointly distributed random variables A and B . However, practical examples of addition
usually form an Abelian group.

and

The probability

was shown in [8] to vanish as

Therefore, setting
establishes the result.

for

if

and letting
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We denote by

the region of all quadruples
for which there exist random variables
and
satisfying (10) for all
. Obviously,
is an inner bound to the achievability region , i.e.,
. Given the similarity of both the method of proof and
the resulting conditions to those of [7], and recalling further
the fact that the El Gamal–Cover region is not tight [15], we
.
conjecture that
Turning to converse results, a straightforward observation is
that the general (not necessarily additive) scalably achievable
function (3)
region characterized by Rimoldi’s
automatically defines a converse region for the additive refine. The folment problem. Let us denote Rimoldi’s region by
,
lowing lemma provides an alternative characterization of
which is more convenient for additive scalability considerations.
and
Lemma 1: Given
required for a quadruple
ably achievable is given by

(15)
Also, by definition of additive achievability
(16)

(17)
Now, let

, the minimum overall rate
to be scal(11)

(18)
Then from (15)

.
where the minimization is over
is an Abelian group, observe that
Proof: Since
Therefore, the proof follows from Rimoldi’s result [12] after
and
.
making the transformations
In the next theorem, we prove a stronger converse result.
is additively
Theorem 2: If the quadruple
-achievable, then there exist random variables
and
, jointly distributed with source variable , such that

By the (obvious) convexity of
(17), we obtain

which, with the definition of

, using (13), (16), and

in (18), implies the theorem.

We denote by
the outer bound to
characterized by
such that
(18), i.e., the region of all
. From the foregoing discussion, it
is clear that
(19)
where
(12)
is additively
Proof: Since
achievable, for large enough , we have for

-

(13)
where the last inequality follows from the independence of the
samples . Moreover

(14)

follows from (11) and (18).
IV. OPTIMALITY OF ADDITIVE REFINEMENT

In this section, we consider the question whether it is possible for an additive refinement coder to achieve the general (not
necessarily additive) scalable coding bound, i.e.,
. There is important practical motivation behind this question. If there exists an additive refinement coder
, we can significantly
achieving
reduce the codebook storage without sacrificing (asymptotic)
performance relative to unconstrained scalable coding. Not surprisingly, to answer this question, we adopt an approach very
similar to that introduced in the discussion of no-excess-rate in
multiple descriptions [1].
is additively
-achievable, and
If
, then from (14)
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is an

there exist random variables
and , jointly distributed with
source variable , such that (21) holds.
The proof is almost identical to Ahlswede’s proof for the
no-excess-rate case for the multiple descriptions problem [1],
and is therefore relegated to Appendix A for completeness
without disrupting the flow of the text.

Hence,

It follows from the continuity of
arguments that, given fixed , we can choose
enough to ensure that

V. EXAMPLES FOR ADDITIVE REFINEMENT WITH OR WITHOUT
RATE LOSS

in all of its
and small

(20)

In this section, we analyze different memoryless sources and
and
where additive refinement iminvestigate values of
poses excess rate expenditure relative to unconstrained refinement. Since it is not easy to find closed-form expressions for the
, we focus
conditional distributions achieving
on sources that are successively refinable without rate loss, i.e.,
. For this special
the case where
case, it is clear from (11) that one can readily find random variand
such that
ables

and
are almost independent. Notice that
In other words,
we need a single-letter characterization of all additively achievsuch that
,
able
and hence, as it stands, (20) is not strong enough. However, if
, then we would be able to derive a
we proved
, by adding
tighter converse than
If, in addition,

and

are independent, then

to the necessary conditions in (12), when
,
.
In other words, we would require, as the necessary condition
, the existence
for additive achievability of
and
such that
of random variables

(21)
and
satisfying (21)
Note further that, random variables
also satisfy (10). Therefore, (21) also constitutes a sufficient
. In the
condition for additive achievability of
proof of the next theorem which formalizes this discussion, it is
and
are conditionally
instead shown using (20) that
independent given relatively few sample components from
and
. This result is then used to generate new random variables satisfying (21).
, where
Theorem 3: The quadruple
, is additively achievable if and only if

Hence
, and (21) is automatically satisfied.
Although we derived our results for DMSs, the results can be
extended to memoryless sources with abstract alphabets, under
the usual assumption that there exists a “reference letter” such
. Therefore, in the following subthat
sections, we also discuss continuous alphabet sources satisfying
this extra constraint.
We begin by analyzing continuous sources with tight SLB
[2], under square-error and absolute-error distortion measures.
For both measures, it is known that tightness of the SLB for
implies tightness of it for any
. Hence, there
such that the SLB is tight if and
exists a critical distortion
[13]. We prove that for continuous sources
only if
, successive refinement without rate
with
loss is achievable not only generally [6], but also in the additive-decoding sense. We then discuss the Bernoulli source under
the square-error distortion measure, where the reproduction alphabet is the real line. We show that the optimal refinement is
nowhere additive, although the source is successively refinable
without rate loss for all distortion values. Finally, we investigate a discrete source under the Hamming distortion, for which
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we show that additive refinement is optimal if and only if
below a specified threshold.

is

Lemma 2: For
, the optimal reproduction
, and
distribution, achieving the rate distortion function
the corresponding backward channel, are, respectively, given by

A. Continuous Sources at Subcritical Distortion Under
Square-Error and Absolute-Error Distortion Measures
Let
tion (pdf)
itive, and let
follows that

, and let have a probability density func. Assume that the critical distortion
is pos. From the discussion in [6], it

(22)
and
or
or
(23)
where

i.e., successive refinement without rate loss is possible, for both
square-error and absolute-error distortion measures. We show
in what follows a stronger result for both cases: for all
, additive refinement without rate loss is achievable.
and ,
For the square-error case, the random variables
and
, respectively, also satisfy
achieving

where
and
. This is the
well-known “backward-channel” interpretation [2]. The noise
and
are independent from each other and from
terms
and , respectively. Introducing the transformations
and
, we obtain

It easily follows that
, and the rest of the conditions in (21) are automatically satisfied.
Similarly, for the absolute-error case, we have

and

.

Note that the distortion values of interest are within the in, because
for all
terval
. From [6], successive refinability without rate loss from
to
with
is possible if and only if
form a Markov chain, i.e., if and only if one can find a legitimate
satisfying

where
and
correspond to
and
,
respectively. But this condition is equivalent to the existence of
a matrix with nonnegative entries, where

with
Solving for

,
, we get

, and

.

implies

has a Laplacian distribution, and

As in the square-error case, the noise terms
and
are independent from each other and from and , respectively. Upon
and
,
introducing the transformations
, and therefore (21) is satisfied.
it follows that
B. Bernoulli Source Under Square-Error Distortion Measure
be a Bernoulli source, i.e., distributed with
, where
denotes the Dirac delta
function. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
. Let
, i.e., the reproduction is allowed to be positive
.
everywhere on the real line, and let
Now, we present a lemma which introduces a parameter characterizing the optimal reproduction and backward channel distributions, and the attained distortion. The proof will be presented in Appendix B.
Let

is determined by

whose entries are obviously positive, since
. In other words,
is given by

where

i.e.,

and

The only distribution
that could satisfy
and
(21) is found by applying the transformations
. It immediately follows that this choice of
does not satisfy
.
C. A Discrete Alphabet Source With Hamming Distortion
Measure
and let “ ” be defined as modulo
Let
summation. Also, let
such that
. We know that this source is successively refinable without
rate loss in the general sense [6], i.e.,
. Using the transformations
and
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on the conditional distribution
that achieves
the rate-distortion bound in both layers, provided in [6], we obthat could
serve that the only distribution
satisfy (21) is given by

Case II:
It is also true for this case that
or
. Computing the conditionals

only for

where
and

is the first layer reproduction distribution

we conclude that
Case III:

and
for all

are not independent.
, and

is the second-layer distribution conditioned on the first-layer
reproduction, and finally

is the backward channel. Here,
and
are uniquely deterand
, respectively, according to
mined by
(24)
, i.e., when
, the indeNote that when
is trivially satisfied, since
pendence condition
only for
. This is not surprising, since
any two-layer tree-structured decoding scheme with rate at
the first layer is implementable by additive decoding. We an,
alyze the remaining nontrivial cases,
, and
, separately.
Case I:
For this case,
only for
or
. Also,

independent from the value of . Therefore,
.
can be translated using (24) as
The condition
. From the preceding analysis, we conclude that (21) is sat. We thus have an
isfied for this source if and only if
example of a source that is successively refinable everywhere
without any rate loss, but optimal refinement is not additive everywhere.
VI. CONCLUSION
We analyzed the rate-distortion performance of additive refinement coders. After providing inner and outer bounds for
, we considered
the region of all achievable
the question whether additive refinement coders can be optimal,
i.e., whether they can achieve the general scalable coding bound
. An affirmative answer to this question
has an important practical implication: it means that we can significantly reduce the codebook storage without sacrificing performance of the coder. We derived necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality of additive refinement, and analyzed
those conditions for several examples.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

and

The “if” part of the proof is obvious since (21) implies (10)
,
. For the “only if” part, we need two lemmas
for all
from [1] known as the wringing lemmas.
Lemma 3: If
exist

with

, then for any
, such that

, there
(25)

Hence

and

are not independent.

for

.
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If
is additively achievable, then it is
-achievable for any
and
. For
additively
and
and large , we showed that
sufficiently small
. Choosing
,
with
,
. Now use the abbreviation
we obtain (25) with
. For
, we observe

and
. Also, let
by Chebyshev’s inequality and (25)

for

. Then,

. Applying the second wringing lemma with

and using (30), we obtain

and, therefore,
(26)

for

. Therefore, it follows that

for

. Also,

Similarly, we can derive
, where

(27)
Define now for every random variables
distributions

and

with

It is easy to see from the preceding equations that as
,
,
, and
.
Motivated by this observation, and using (25)–(30), we obtain
the following inequalities:

so that we can write

(28)

(29)
and hence

We also have

(30)
At this stage, we need the second wringing lemma.
be a DMS and let be a random vari. If we define for

Lemma 4: Let
able correlated with

then for any

and every , there exists a set of indices
such that

for all
for all
where

is a constant.

Now, define

Let
and observe that the inequalities converge to (13),
(15)–(17), respectively, except for an extra expectation with respect to . By a convexity argument, as in the proof of Theorem 2, and also from (25), we establish the result. For a more
precise and detailed argument, the reader is referred to [1].
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

which is to be evaluated only at
and
and
, we conclude that
tuting

Let

. Substi-

or
or

(31)
. It is easily verified using differenwhere
is a monotonically decreasing function in the
tiation that
. The range of
in the same interval
interval
. We will prove that the tentative solution
is
given in (22) satisfies the Kuhn–Tucker optimality con. To this
ditions [2] with the slope parameter
end, we write

Given a fixed value of
distortion is

with

.
(33)
, the resulting

(34)
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where

To prove that
fying
tution, we see
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